Errata

Page 4, paragraph 2, line 11: “swift” should be “switch”.

Page 31, paragraph 1, line 5: “put any ref you like, but have one” should be “[44]”.

Page 31, paragraph 1, line 5: “Aaccumulating” should be “Accumulating”.

Page 32, paragraph 2, line 2: “AlthoughFACS” should be “Although FACS”.

Page 40, paragraph 3, line 3 from the bottom: “grown” should be “grow”.

Page 46, paragraph 1, line 1: “3Dorganotypic” should be “3D organotypic”.

Page 47, paragraph 2, line 5: “Uk” should be “UK”.

Page 49, paragraph 1, line 7: “xyleneand” should be “xylene and”.

Page 63, paragraph 1, line 1: “embed” should be “embedded”.

Page 63, paragraph 2, line 2 from the bottom: “golded” should be “golden”.

Paper II, Figure legends, Fig 1, paragraph 1, line 5: add “E: Representative image of H&E staining of tongue tumors in mice grown from CaLH3 alone and with CAFs”.

Paper II, Figure legends, Fig 1, paragraph 1, line 2 from the bottom: “K” should be “J”.

Paper II, Figure legends, Fig 1, paragraph 1, the last line “and at protein level as shown b by western blot” should be “and K - western blot showing increased BMI1 expression after co-culture with CAFs at protein level”.

Paper II, Figure legends, Fig 4, paragraph 1, line 5: “imagines” should be “images”.